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Setup Instructions

Your Horse Fence kit includes the following
items:20x 120cm Green Plastic Posts.
200m of 20mm White Polytape.
15x 20mm Polytape Joiners.
1x Dual Powered Fence Energiser.
1x Energiser Stand.
1x 25m Lead Out Cable.
1x 5m Energiser to Ground Lead.
1x 1m Grounding Rod.
1x Warning Sign.
1x Multi Lamp Fence Tester.
2x Gate Handles.
1x Tape to Tape Lead.
8x Double Loop Anchors.

Plastic posts are usually spaced at
approximately 4 metres apart.
Tape to Tape Lead

White 20mm
Polytape

1. Fix your fence energiser to a post or wall or use the stand supplied.
Leave switched off until your fence is erected. If using the mains to power
the energiser we recommend mounting the energiser undercover or in a
building within 25m of your fence. This kit is supplied with a 25m lead out
cable which takes the high voltage pulse from the energiser to your fence.
2. Push the grounding rod into the ground near to the energiser leaving
enough above ground to connect the earth lead. Attach one end of the
earth lead to the screw on the earth rod and the other end to the earth
terminal on the energiser.
3. Push the plastic posts into the ground approx. 4 metres apart. For use
at the start, end and corners the kit includes double loop anchors that can
be screwed into existing wooden fencing or new wooden posts that are not
included in the kit and will have to be purchased locally.
4. Take one end of the polytape and feed it through one of the two tape
joiners, then through the chosen support on the first post and back through
the tape joiner to make a secure termination.
5. Place the tape in the corresponding supports on each of the posts of
your fence. When you reach either a wooden gate post or end post
(neither supplied) terminate the tape run by screwing a double loop anchor
insulator into the post and looping the tape back on itself using a tape
joiner. Repeat this procedure for additional horizontal lines. Now cut the
tape as necessary.
6. If you need an access gate two gate handles are supplied and loop
anchors to screw into the gate posts. Firstly screw the double loop anchors
into the gate posts at the desired height connect the tape to one of the
anchors and then measure how much tape you will need to go across the
gateway allowing for the tape to be doubled back to fit the gate handle. Cut
the tape and fit the gate handle to the tape using a tape joiner. Ensure that
the handle now hooks into the Double Loop Anchor on the second gate
post giving slight tension to the tape line. Repeat this procedure for
additional lines.
7. Connect the ‘energiser to fence’ lead to the fence terminal on the
energiser and the other end to the tape joiner at the first post using the
crocodile clip. Your energiser can now be switched on.

Dual powered
Energiser.
Energiser to
Fence lead

120cm Green
Plastic Posts

Wooden posts not supplied.

Keep weeds and grass
from touching any of the
fence lines

Energiser to
Ground lead
Push ground rod
into damp soil.

For extra posts order part no.15695GN (box of 20)
For extra polytape order part no. 17475 (200m roll)

to order online visit

www.countrystoredirect.com
or call 01233 820368
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